
Pre-Planting Checklist 
◯ Check Battery Voltage 

- Should be around 12V – 12.5V while tractor is off.  

- Do a Load Test on the Battery (shouldn’t go under 10A).  

- If battery hasn’t been on a trickle charger, then you need to get a new battery.  

- Low voltage and/or amperage can cause control issues that are difficult to trouble shoot. 

◯ Check the alternator for charging. 

◯ Add a drop of oil in each air cylinder. 
- Carefully pull out the air tubes, put a drop of air tool oil in and manually slide the cylinder back and forth to 

work the oil in.  

◯ Ensure the air tanks hold pressure. 
- Check the gauge. 

- Pull the relief valve. 

- Drain the tank of condensation.  

◯ Check the compressor oil (PTO pump), and ensure the filters are clean (electric and PTO pump). 

◯ Make sure tires are properly inflated as instructed on the sidewall. 

◯ Grease all points. 

◯ Check all hoses for damage (hydraulic, vacuum, and evac.). 

◯ Run a brush through the seed tubes. 

◯ Ensure all guards are in place. 

◯ Check the alley wiper for adjustment. 
- Take off the seed meter cover and the seed plate. 

- Extend the alley wiper cylinder by pulling the button with a needle-nose pliers. 

- There should be a little gap around the button, and it should work back and forth 
easily. 

- Note that it shouldn’t pull out more than 1/16” past the urethane seal. 
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◯ Ensure seed plates are timed with each other. 
- Rotate all seed plates to the back. 

- Find a reference point on one of the first row units (arrow pointing to example). 

- Ensure the hole is lined up with the notch on the singulator.  

- Line up the rest of the row units like the first seed plate. (Do this by skipping 
links over sprocket on the other side of the seed meter.) 

◯ Power up the electrical box. 

◯ Check all electrical wiring for damage. 

◯ Ensure the tablet/computer works. 

◯ Make sure the seed trip and GPS can connect to the planter. 

◯ Make sure there is no NCS on the Big John System. 

◯ Check the fan and gauge for operation. 

◯ Check the headset operation.  
- Make sure when you talk, the headsets turn on.  

- When the dividers are open, you should hear the tone. 

◯ Manually actuate the dividers, staging gate and evac.  

◯ Check cable winders/checkheads for operation. 
- While the planter and tractor are running, manually trip it by pulling out the cable to see if the planter trips 

when the button passes through.  

◯ SIMULATE, SIMULATE, SIMULATE!
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